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LEGAL:
We need your support to be able to continue to bring you new products - please do not 
share our plugins and packs illegally. Piracy directly affects all of the creative people 
whom work hard to bring you new tools to work with!

For full Terms & Conditions, please refer to the EULA (End User License Agreement) 
located in the DOCS folder with this product or visit the Legal page on our website. 

Glitchmachines ®    www.glitchmachines.com

ABOUT US: 
Glitchmachines was established in 2005 by sound designer and electronic musician Ivo 
Ivanov. For the first 5 years of our brand’s existence, we were focused on building 
handcrafted circuit-bent hardware instruments. We sold a limited number of units 
through boutique synthesizer retailers Analogue Haven and Robotspeak in California 
and we custom made instruments for numerous high-profile artists and sound 
designers. In 2010, we shifted our focus toward creative software plugins and sound 
effects packs.

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS:

• Broadband Internet connection for product download
• VST/AU host such as Ableton Live, Logic Pro, Renoise, etc.
• Approximately 100MB of hard drive space
• Mac OS X 10.7 or higher (PPC not supported)
• Windows Vista or higher
• Minimum 2 GB RAM
• CPU with SSE2 support
• Minimum recommended CPU: Core 2 Duo, 2GHz

FEATURES:

• Dual Audio Buffer Effects
• Dual Bit Crusher Effects
• Dual Multi-Mode Filters with Mode Morph Control
• Modular Architecture with Drag & Drop Modulation Matrix
• 4 LFOs with X100 Rate Option, Host Sync and Variable Shapes
• 4 Signal Mixers & 2 Modulation Multipliers
• 140 Factory Presets from our top sound designers
• Cross-platform compatibility (PC/Mac – VST/AU 32bit & 64bit)
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SETUP:
Unpack the GM_CRYOGEN .zip file and proceed to the CRYOGEN_INSTALLERS 
folder, where you will find software installers for both Mac and Windows.

After successfully running the respective installer, launch your DAW of choice and you 
will find the plugin in your list of Audio Unit or VST plugins. In some cases, our plugins 
will appear in a folder labeled “Glitchmachines”.  If the plugin is not showing up 
anywhere in your browser, re-start your DAW and/or re-scan your plugins.

If you experience unusual behavior when unarchiving the Cryogen .zip file on a 
Windows computer, do not be alarmed.  Programs like WinRAR are notoriously picky 
when it comes to Mac archives. We recommend using the free application 7zip (www.7-
zip.org) for a much smoother experience when extracting archives in general.

Windows Users : please take care to ensure that you’ve chosen the proper options 
during the installation dialog, where you’ll be prompted to choose the destination folders 
for the 32bit and 64bit versions of the plugin. In the event that the plugin does not 
appear in your DAW, it’s highly likely that you put both versions in the same folder in 
which case one of the files will overwrite the other. To remedy this, simply run the 
installer again and carefully select the appropriate folders for each architecture.

We recommend that you store a backup of the original zip file in the event that you ever 
need to re-install the software. All links expire after 30 days for security reasons but 
assuming you purchased this product, you can always contact us to request a new 
download link: sales@glitchmachines.com

If you require tech support, you may reach us at: support@glitchmachines.com

CRYOGEN DESCRIPTION:
Cryogen is a modular buffer effects processor designed to generate robotic artifacts and 
abstract musical malfunctions. Cryogen features dual buffer effects, dual multimode 
filters with morphable modes and dual bit crusher effects. With the advent of its 
extremely flexible architecture and modulation options, Cryogen is capable of 
generating everything from subtle glitches to stunning signal mutations, making it an 
exciting tool for electronic musicians and sound designers alike.

Cryogen features a fully modular drag & drop modulation matrix which makes it possible 
to bend the signal path to your will. This versatile matrix adds a fresh dimension of 
possibilities to the plugin when used in conjunction with its four signal mixers and two 
mod multipliers, all of which are capable of combining audio and modulation signals. 
Cryogen comes loaded with 140 factory presets from sound designers Ivo Ivanov, 
Thomas Hennebert, Nicholas Yochum, Daed and Alex Retsis.
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CRYOGEN PLUGIN OVERVIEW:

COLOR CODING:
The 4 UI colors are designated to the following sections / functions:

BLUE : Effects Chain 1
GREEN : Effects Chain 2
YELLOW : Modulation
FUCHSIA : Modulation Assignments & Depth
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BASICS:

Cryogen is an audio processor, so you will need some audio to feed through it before 
you can hear anything. We recommend instantiating the plugin on an Audio track, with 
some audio (such as a loop) loaded onto the track.  Upon playback of the loop, you will 
begin to hear Cryogen affecting the audio in various ways depending on the preset 
you’ve selected.

Keep in mind that Cryogen is capable of processing any audio signals within your DAW, 
including real-time processing of incoming audio.  This makes it possible to process 
your hardware synths, modular systems, guitar, vocals, or just about anything else you 
can think of.

As you might expect, you can also process your virtual instruments and other effects.  
To set this up, simply instantiate Cryogen after your favorite plugin and it will add 
another dimension of possibilities to its output.  You can use the wet/dry control to gain 
command over the blending of signals in order to achieve the perfect balance.  

Holding the Control/Command (Mac/Win) key gives you finer control over a knob. 

Double clicking a knob will set it to its default value. 

MODULATION:

Complex modulation routing is at the heart of Cryogen. All key parameters can be 
modulated using the LFOs, signal mixers and signal multipliers.

Cryogen’s LFOs feature optional 100X rate multipliers, making it possible to use them 
as dirty tone generators within your patches. In combination with the signal mixers, you 
can take these LFO’s far beyond traditional modulation duties. 

Another one of Cryogen’s highlights is the ability to use incoming audio signals to 
modulate nearly every parameter. On top of that, modulation multipliers can convolve 
audio signals with modulation signals in any combination. Their output can then be used 
as a modulation source for other parameters. 

These unconventional features are the key to signal processing that would be 
impossible to achieve with more conservative plugins.

The mod depth for various parameters can be set by dragging up or down in the mod 
depth box below the corresponding knob (also possible via modulation matrix).

You can drag & drop any module’s header to the desired mod assignment box in order 
to make quick modulation assignments without having to visit the modulation matrix.
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INTERFACE:
Below each parameter knob, there are mod assignment 
and mod depth boxes. The mod assignment box makes it 
easy to see which source has been assigned as a 
modulator for a particular parameter. You can drag & drop 
any module’s header to the desired mod assignment box 
in order to make quick modulation assignments without 
having to visit the modulation matrix. The depth box shows 
the modulation depth percentage (0% to 100%). You can 
adjust the depth by dragging up/down in the box. 

Both of these functions can also be carried out via the modulation matrix panel

Cryogen features two effects processing chains: 

Each of the chains feature a Buffer Effect, a Multimode Filter and a Bit Crusher Effect.

By default, each chain processes the incoming signal in parallel with signals flowing 
from left to right and converging at the mixer before going to the master output. This 
path can be re-configured in various ways thanks to Cryogen’s modular architecture.  

To change the signal flow of the plugin, navigate to the Modulation Matrix, where you 
will find the top-left portion of the first column, annotated with an “AUDIO” label. Here 
you can decide which processor will “listen” to incoming audio first ,second, third and so 
on.  This ultimately lets you rearrange the order of the processors in each chain to your 
liking, thus giving you a much greater degree of control over the signal path. 
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Below the processors are 4 multi-purpose LFOs and 4 multi-purpose Signal Mixers:

Thanks to the open architecture of the plugin, these LFOs and Mixers go far beyond 
traditional conventions.  We will elaborate on their capabilities further on in this guide.

Toward the top-right of the interface are the Modulation Multipliers and Output Module:

The modulation multipliers, explained later in this guide, are another powerful aspect of 
Cryogen’s modulation capabilities. These make it possible to intertwine audio and 
modulation signals for use as modulation sources for other parameters. You can also 
use them to create interesting textures by multiplying audio rate LFO signals.

The output module features a modulatable DRY/WET control and a signal visualizer.

At the bottom of the plugin, you will find the footer section with MIDI controls, Dynamic 
Parameter Display, Preset Menu, Global Menu and Modulation Matrix panel access:
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BUFFER MODULES:

The following applies to both Buffer modules:

The buffers loop small portions of their input and can alter the pitch of the looped signal.
 
(SZ) SIZE: the length of the loop (from 1 Ms to 1000 Ms)  

(RP) REPEATS: number of repetitions of a loop before sampling a new signal (1 to 128)  

(RA) RATIO: speed & direction at which the loop is played back. 

• The default value is 1 (normal speed, forward direction)
• A value of 0 will stop the playback
• A value of 2 will play the loop at twice its original speed (pitching it one octave higher)
• A value of 0.5 will play the loop at half its original speed (pitching it one octave lower)
• Negative values will mirror positive ones but the loop will be played backwards
 
Right-clicking on the SZ parameter label will bring up a contextual menu : 

This is an helper function to help you synchronize the loop with 
the current tempo. It will calculate the corresponding loop size 
according to the BPM and the current loop ratio.

This function acts as a calculator and has the following limitations : 

Modulating the buffer SIZE or buffer RATIO will render it useless. If you change the ratio 
or the tempo you must recalculate the sync manually. If the calculated size is larger than 
1 second (maximum length of the loop) it will sync to the closest beat division (for 
example, if «1 bar» exceeds 1 second, it will try to sync to «1/2», and if it’s still too large 
it will try to sync to «1/4», etc...) 
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FILTER MODULES:

The following applies to both Filter modules:

(MRP) MORPH: morphs between 4 filter types (lowpass, bandpass, highpass, notch). 

• A value of 0% corresponds to lowpass mode
• A value of 33% corresponds to bandpass mode
• A value of 66% corresponds to highpass mode
• A value of 100% corresponds to notch mode  

(CUT) CUTOFF: the cutoff frequency of the filter (20 Hz to 11000 Hz)  

(RES) RESONANCE: the resonance (emphasis) at cutoff frequency (0% to 100%)  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CRUSHER MODULES:

The following applies to both Crusher modules:

(BIT) BIT DEPTH: the bit depth of the signal (1 to 16)
 
(RAT) SAMPLE RATE: the sample rate reduction ratio (1 to 64)
 
(MIX) MIXER: mixes between the input and the processed signal (0% to 100%) 

OUTPUT MODULE: 

(D/W) DRY/WET: mixes the plugin input and the processed signal (0% to 100%) 

(LVL) OUTPUT LEVEL: adjusts the gain of the processed signal (-70 dB to +6 dB) 

The output module also features a dynamic visualizer which reacts to the outgoing 
signal of the plugin.
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LFO MODULES:

The following description applies to all 4 LFO modules

Wave : the waveform of the LFO 

SIN - sine
SQR - square
SUP - saw up
SDN - saw down
TRI - triangle
S&H - sample and hold

(RAT) RATE: the frequency (speed measured in cycles per second) of the LFO. 

SYNC: synchronizes the LFO to the host (DAW) clock.  The rate knob will switch to beat 
divisions relevant to this clock (8 bars to 1/128).

X100: the rate of the LFO will be multiplied by 100, pushing it into the audible range. 

The main purpose of this function is to be able to use the LFOs as “dirty” oscillators to 
be routed to the audio signal chain. However, using them as modulators for other 
parameters with high frequencies can lead to interesting results also.

SYNC must be deactivated for the X100 parameter to be effective. 

If both SYNC and X100 are deactivated, the LFO frequency is expressed in Hertz and 
the range is 0 Hz to 40 Hz.

You can set the modulation depth for the wave and rate parameters by dragging up or 
down in the percentage box.  This can also be done via the modulation matrix.
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MIXER MODULES:

The following description applies to all 4 Mixer modules

SOURCE MENUS: these menus let you select both inputs of the mixer. The upper 
menu corresponds to the left side of the MIX knob, while the lower menu corresponds to 
its right side. 

MIX: mixes between the 2 selected sources (0% to 100%)

The mixers can combine both audio (buffers, filters, crushers, audio rate LFOs, other 
mixer outputs) and control (LFOs, mod multipliers, other mixer outputs) signals. 

This special ability makes them extremely powerful in both a signal processing and 
modulation sense.  For example, you can use some of your LFOs at X100 rate to 
generate synthetic tones that can then be sent to the mixers, where you can modulate 
the MIX parameter to construct complex fluctuations between these signals. 

Similarly, you could combine an incoming audio signal with the output of one of the 
signal multipliers and use the resulting output to modulate your buffer processors.  
Ultimately, signal flow experimentation is a huge part of what makes Cryogen powerful 
and the mixers are a key element of this process. Don’t hesitate to get creative!
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MODULATION MULTIPLIER MODULES:

The modulation multipliers let you convolve two signals (modulation and/or audio 
signals) in order to use the resulting signal to modulate another parameter. 

Mod Multiplier modules are especially useful in generating evolving modulation shapes.  

They work in a similar way to to ring modulation, but in Cryogen they can also be used 
to create modulation shapes that are more complex than the default wave shapes 
generated by the LFOs. 

Of course you can also multiply audio rate LFO signals (X100) and route the resulting 
signal back to a mixer for all sorts of wild results.

Their usage is very powerful, yet quite simple : select the 2 signals that you want to 
convolve together using the menus and the modules will output their product.  You can 
then use this signal as a SOURCE elsewhere in your patch.
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MODULATION MATRIX:

The drag & drop modulation matrix gives you an overview of all the available 
connections (audio and modulation) across the plugin. This matrix enables you to make 
modulation assignments and also grants you access to the audio signal path so you can  
alter the way the plugin processes the input signal. Keep in mind that you can also 
make quick assignments via the front panel, as explained in the INTERFACE section.
 
To make a connection, drag a SOURCE from the left column and drop it on one of the 
INPUT boxes in the matrix. This effectively assigns the source to the corresponding 
DESTINATION parameter. You can then set the depth of the modulation (or level, in the 
case of audio) using the boxes in the DEPTH columns. 

In the following example, the filters pre-process the signal before entering the buffers:

Drag the INPUT source to the FILTER 1 AUDIO IN input box, then drag the BUFFER 1 
source to the CRUSHER 1 AUDIO IN input box, and finally drag the FILTER 1 source to 
the BUFFER 1 AUDIO IN input box. The signal flow now changed from INPUT -> BUFFER 1 -> 
FILTER 1 -> CRUSHER 1   to   INPUT -> FILTER 1 -> BUFFER 1 -> CRUSHER 1. 

Of course you can make much more creative routing assignments, especially when 
using the Modulation Matrix in combination with the Mixers. Moreover, you can easily 
defeat the default parallel signal flow of the two processing chains by routing the output 
of the first chain to the input of the second chain, for example. 

Return to the front panel of the UI by clicking the CONTROLS button
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FOOTER:

MIDI LEARN:  To assign a knob to a MIDI controller, click LEARN. Once learn mode is 
active, move the control you wish to assign on the plugin interface, then move a knob or 
slider on your MIDI controller and the parameter will be bound to that control.

MIDI UNLEARN: To unlearn a parameter, activate the UNLEARN switch, move the 
parameter you wish to disconnect on the plugin and its assignment will be cleared. 

MIDI CLEAR: Pressing this button will clear all MIDI assignments at once.

You need to properly configure MIDI in your DAW to be routed to the Cryogen plugin.  
Please refer to your DAW documentation for information on this subject.

MIDI mappings are saved in a preferences file when the plugin is closed, so they will 
still be present when relaunching it. They can be overridden, however, if you open a 
project in your host with different mappings as they are also saved in the project state.

PROGRAM CHANGES:

Cryogen will respond to MIDI program changes by triggering the corresponding presets 
according to their order in the preset menu. 

Presets are sorted alphabetically, so to prepare a set of presets to be recalled by 
program changes you can rename the desired presets by adding a prefix like «01» and 
save them again to sort them in the correct order. 

We recommend saving a backup copy of your presets folder prior to renaming any files.

DYNAMIC PARAMETER DISPLAY:

The area behind the Cryogen logo doubles as a parameter value display. This section 
will switch dynamically to display the value of an affected parameter.  Once a parameter 
is no longer being adjusted, the logo will reappear. 
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GLOBAL SECTION:

PRESETS: 

You can navigate through the presets either by clicking in the drop-down menu, or by 
using the navigational arrows to increment/decrement though the list. 

(S) SAVE: Opens a dialog box that will allow you to save the current preset on your 
hard drive using the extension “.erp”. 

(L) LOAD: Loads a preset stored somewhere else other than the default folder. Use this 
to import presets from another user, for example.

Only presets saved in the default  folder (where the dialog box opens by default) will 
appear in the menu.

This plugin is based on Eurydice by Inear Display (now discontinued) and therefore it is 
backward compatible with Eurydice presets (but not DAW projects containing Eurydice, 
as the plugins can coexist and don't share the same ID).

(?) RANDOMIZE:

Clicking on the ? button will set most parameters to random values. 

This is particularly useful when creating your own presets, as the plugin will generate 
unforeseen results which you can use as fresh starting points for new effects at times 
when you may be lacking inspiration or simply want to break up your workflow.

Keep in mind that you will often still need to do some “housekeeping” in order to gain full 
control over certain parameters that may end up at awkward values when randomized.

Note that the randomizer will not affect the audio routing configuration. If you are 
interested in achieving results outside of the scope of the default signal flow, it’s a good 
idea to set up your desired audio path prior to randomizing.  
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GLOBAL MENU:

The Global Menu gives you access to several useful options that affect various settings:

RESET AUDIO ROUTING: Sets the audio signal flow back to its default path

RESET MOD DEPTHS: Sets all mod depths back to 0%

INITIALIZE: Initializes all parameters back to default settings

OPEN PRESETS DIRECTORY: This option will pull up your OS file browser, from 
where you can navigate to the correct presets folder in your system.  This is helpful 
when you want to quickly and easily locate the correct Cryogen presets folder without 
having to get to it manually.  

SHOW LOG FILE: In the event of a crash, you can provide us with this log in order to 
give us a more detailed impression of what may have gone wrong. 

Simply attach this log file to an email and send it to us along with a brief description of 
the problem: support@glitchmachines.com

Thanks for purchasing CRYOGEN! 

Please check out the rest of our products at our website: www.glitchmachines.com
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